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"The north and the south thou hast created them: Tabor and
Hermon shall rejoice in thy name."
"Thou hast a mighty arm: strong is thy hand, and high is
thy right hand."
"Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne: mercy
and truth shall'go before thy face."
"Blessed is the people that know the joyful sound: they shall
walk, O lord, in the light of thy countenance."
"In thy name shall they rejoice all the day: and in thy
righteousness shall they he exalted."
—Psa. 89:12-16
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it happened, and states that "other burnings
have taken place since in other towns." This
writer claims that "one of the results of
Gandhi's teachings of civil disobedience has
been a revival of this ancient rite in defiance of the law. * * * ".

DID YOU KNOW?
Colonies of bees are rented by New York
fruit growers to help pollenize trees. Instead of maintaining their own hives, the
growers find it practical to hire bees that
are sent from the south in packages.

fingernails of arthritics and non-sufferers.
In the former, says Popular Mechanics Magazine, he found much less cystine, which is
the chief sulphur-containing building block
of the body. This discovery is being followed up by treating sufferers with injections
of sulphur.

Africa is planning the world's longest bridge, 11,650 feet, all of it over
open water of the lower Zambezi river.

U. S. LEADS WORLD IN RADIO WITH
16,679,253 SETS

To prevent swelling from a bee sting, remove the stinger at once without pressing
on it, as this forces out the poison.
With England melting all gold to increase her reserve, British jewelers have
developed ornaments of chromium plate.
Bracelets, earrings, etc., are being made
of this metal.
No organ is ever played, no hymns are
sung and no words are spoken in one English church. Worshipers are deaf-mutes and
conduct their devotions by lip readings, and
deaf-and-dumb alphabet and signs.
HOW QUICK YOU STOP INDICATES
SAFEST SPEED ON HIGHWAY
If you want to drive sixty miles an hour,
keep 233 feet behind the nearest car. That
is the advice of experts who have compiled a table of stopping distances to increase the safety of autoists. The stopping
distances, says. Popular Mechanics Magazine, are based on a single ten-foot lane
where drivers are not allowed to pass a car
ahead.
The table of speeds and safe margins between autos shows: thirty miles an hour,
seventy-one feet; thirty-five miles an hour,
ninety feet; forty miles an hour, 113 feet;
forty-five miles an hour, 138 feet; fifty miles
an hour, 167 feet; fifty-five miles an hour,
198 feet, and sixty miles an hour, 233 feet.
GAS ENGINES TO RUN UNDER WATER
ON OWN EXHAUSTS
By adding oxygen to exhaust gas, the approximate composition of air can be maintained at the intake of submarine engines so
that they may be used to drive the craft
while submerged. In addition, no bubbles
rise to the surface to betray the submarine's
position, says Popular Mechanics Magazine.
The engine, with the addition of oxygen, is
practically a closed circuit, using its own
exhaust gas time after time. This method
solves the problem of obtaining sufficient
air for combustion in the engine. Weight
would be reduced by removing electric storage batteries now used for driving submerged submarines, while danger of battery fumes in disabled craft would be eliminated.
RHEUMATISM BLAMED ON LACK OF
SULPHUR IN BODY
• Arthritis, or rheumatism, may be caused
by the fact that the sulphur balance of the
body has been disturbed. This is the opinion of Dr. M. X. Sullivan, of Georgetown
University, who has examined tiny bits of

With 16,679,253 radio sets, the United
States leads the world in the number of receivers in operation. The Union Internationale de Radiodiffusion, Geneva, estimates
there are more than 32,000,000 sets in the
world, with an approximate audience of
128,000,000 persons. Present estimates for
the U. S. indicate an increase of more
than 4,000,000 receivers in the past two
years, says Popular Mechanics Magazine, as
the number of sets in use here in 1930 was
12,078,345. Denmark has more sets than
the United States, based on population, as
there are 133.9 receivers per 1,000 persons,
while in this country the ratio is 133.1 per
1,000.
LONG DISTANCE TYPESETTING
A demonstration was held recently in
Charlotte, North Carolina, of a linotype machine which sets type from a distance. By
means of a specially designed typewriter,
a perfect piece of edited copy is prepared.
This copy in turn is then, says "The New
York Times," "literally read by a photoelectric cell, which scans it line by line at
the rate of at least six lines a minute, and
sends through a circuit impulses that correspond with the letters and white spaces.
It is just as if the reading machine had
called out individual letters, and the linotype responded by working the proper keys
on its board. With such a system, a single
reading machine in a large city can simultaneously work linotype machines in a hundred widely separated cities on the stockticker principle."
SWIFT JUSTICE IN ITALY
Rev. W. T. MacArthur cites the following
incident, which took place on his recent visit to Italy, as an example of the swift retribution that follows misdemeanor and crime
in that country, under Mussolini's regime.
"While our ship was taking cargo at Genoa," he says, "the orchestra went ashore to
buy wine, and received their change in
counterfeit money. When this was given to
the taxi man, who returned them to the ship,
they were arrested, but had no difficulty in
proving their case. In two hours from the
time the crime was committed, the cafe
keeper was on his way to serve a life sentence."
SUTTEE REVIVED IN INDIA
A writer in "Revelation," who has been
a missionary for twenty-eight years, gives
in story form the detailed account of suttee
(the burning of the widow on the funeral
pyre of her husband), which actually took
place in a town in India in December, 1931.
The missionary was in the town at the time

A SYNAGOGUE IN POLAND 1000
YEARS OLD
The oldest synagogue in Poland was erected one thousand years ago in the town
of Vronki, Posen. It was built by Portuguese Jews in 933, when there was a flourishing Jewish settlement. At present there
are only fifteen Jewish families in the town,
but the Jews in the surrounding country are
planning to celebrate the anniversary of the
founding of this synagogue.
FORMER ALLIES PUT AN END TO
REPARATIONS
The Peace Conference meeting at Lausanne,
Switzerland, on July 8th passed a resolution
to cancel practically all of Germany's reparation indebtedness. This action means a cancellation of something like 160,000,000,000
which Germany still owed on reparations and
accepted a settlement of something like $712,500,000 or practically l c on the dollar.
The next movement on the part of these
European nations will be to endeavor to get
the United States to cancel all war debts.
European nations still owe the United States
something over $10,000,000,000. This movement is haled with great delight by European
nations because it is generally expected that
they will now be able to secure cancellation
of'war debts from the United States. In America the news is not so joyfully received, but
with most of the nations bankrupt today little
else can be expected than the ultimate cancellation of the war debts and perhaps others
as well.
According to a recent editorial appearing in
Colliers, if the following figures are correct,
the United States still has some small change
sticking around here and there.
The present deposits in saving bank accounts
are $1,233,000,000 higher than they were 3
years ago.
The total savings exceed $29,000,000,000,
equal to more than $1,000 for every family
in the land.
The depositors number 52,000,000, or practically 2 per family.
The total stock of gold is estimated at $4,000,000,000 as compared to England who has
$588,000,000.
The total amount of currency in circulation
is $5,464,000,000 or $700,000,000 more than in
the boom period.
The total national wealth is $329,700,000,000.
The income for the American people exceeds
$1,000,000,000 a week.
There are still approximately seven persons
gainfully employed for every one person idle.
Foreigners owe American investors approximately $18,000,000,000. Foreign governments
are indebted to the United States to the extent of over $7,000,000,000. We are still selling abroad more than we are buying.
Americans own approximately 25,800.000 automobiles—almost one for every family. This
is almost three times the number owned by
all the nations of the world.
Americans possess something like 19.500,000
telephones—more than all other countries put
together.
America has more home owners than any
other nation. A recent survey revealed that
out of 29 typical small towns 71 per cent of
the inhabitants owned their homes, 88 per cent
had electric lights, 72 per cent had baths. 51
per cent electric washers, 55 per cent radios,
41 per cent had vacuum cleaners.
The average weekly attendance at the
theater and movies is still something like
75,000,000.
In 1931 it required 1,250,000,000 pounds of
candy to satisfy our sweet tooth. The depression failed to decrease this item.
More than 700,000 farms are electrified.
The average working day a generation ago
was 12 hours—the standard day in this generation is 8 hours.
The latest authoritative computation puts
the total number of radios in use at 6.545.000
representing an investment of $1,600,000,000.
Notwithstanding all this wealth there are
some folks who insist on cancelling their subscriptions to the Evangelical Visitor.
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" N O T H I N G S A V E JESUS C H R I S T
A N D H I M C R U C I F I E D . " The experiences through which the Apostle Paul had
passed just preceding his coming to Corinth, when he accepted the invitation to
speak before the Grecian philosophers at
Mars Hill, and when he somewhat departed from his usual method and appealed to the intellect of his hearers and when
they learned that he had no other theory
to theorize upon but was presenting to
them a person whom he claimed arose
from the dead, they were at once finished
with listening to his discourse.
After this he comes to Corinth and
passes through a severe test of discouragement, but through the grace of God vouchsafed to him, he begins his ministry in what
was then known the greatest commercial
city in western Europe. Paul spends no
time in trying to appeal to the intellect of
his hearers. He recognizes the fact that
the only real hope for the advancement
of the Gospel was the appeal to men's
hearts.
In his letter to the Corinthian
Church he afterward declares that he was
with them in fear and great trembling, but
throughout all his fears, he determined to
preach nothing among them save Jesus
Christ and him crucified.
His witness to the testimony of God
was not with enticing words which man's
wisdom teaches, but in the demonstration
of the Spirit and of power. W h a t a glorious moment it is in the life of any Godcalled minister when he too determines to
know nothing, to teach nothing save Jesus
Christ and him crucified.
The only message that is really going
across today and accomplishing results is
the message of the cross: it is the story
of the Lamb of God that was slain for
fallen humanity. It is the presentation of
the truth concerning sin to men and women's hearts and the application of the all
sufficient remedy found in the blood of
Calvary's cross.
Paul's determination was not a N e w
Year's resolution, but it was the resolution
of a man who saw the dawning of a new
day, who realized that the claims and the
blessings of the Gospel were intended not
for the Jew only, but the Gentile as well.
W e wish that every minister of the Gospel
were given grace to abstain from poetical
and oratorical aberrations and favor their
congregations with the same theme, preached in the same spirit, and in the same
manner that Paul preached the message of
undying truth to his Corinthian hearers.
T H E LOVE OF CHRIST CONSTRAINETH US.
N o t long since we
read of an individual 'who on entering a
certain institution declared that they would
never attempt to keep the rules and regulations of the place. They were simply
intolerable. But the narrative goes on to
state that as the individual became acquainted with the principal of the institu-
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tion she experienced a very pleasant and
complete change of thought. She found
in this new individual such loveliness of
character and such an endearing personality that the intolerable rules against which
she had rebelled were all but forgotten in
the joy of rendering service and obedience
to the one for whom she had the very
highest admiration and the deepest love.
Is this not true also of those who come
to know Christ as their personal Savior

THE BELIEVER IN CHRIST
Sealed by the Spirit
"IN

WHOM ye also trusted, after
that ye heard the Word of Truth,
the Gospel of your salvation: in whom
also, after that ye believed., ye were
sealed with that Holy Spirit of promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance, until the redemption of the
purchased possession, unto the praise
of His glory. Wherefore I also, after
I heard of your faith in the Lord Jesus, and love unto all the saints, cease
not to give thanks for you, making
mention of you in my prayers; that
the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the
Father of glory, may give unto you
the spirit of wisdom and revelation
in the knowledge of Him: the eyes of
your understanding being enlightened;
that ye may know what is the hope
of His calling, and what the riches
of the glory of His inheritance in the
saints, and what is the exceeding
greatness of His power to us-ward
who believe, according to the working
of His mighty power, which _ He
wrought in Christ, when He raised
Him from the dead, and set Him at
His own right hand in the Heavenly
places, far above all principality, and
power, and might, and dominion, and
every name that is named, not only
in this world, but also in that which
is to come; and hath put all things
under His feet, and gave Him to he
the Head over all things to the
Church, which is His Body, the fulness of Him that filleth all in all"
(Eph. 1:13-23).
and Lord? There are many things in the
Gospel which do not ordinarily appeal to
the unregenerated mind and heart and
when the individual is appealed to to
change the place of his affections from
things earthly to things heavenly, to love
his enemies and to do good to them that
hate him and despitefully use him and to
abstain from fleshly desires and ambitions,
it is nearly always true that man says,
"These things are intolerable", but they
remain such only up to that time that the
individual becomes personally acquainted
with the Author of our salvation. It is
then that the love of Christ constrains. W e
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behold the expression of his deep and eternal love in giving his life for us.
W e find in him a personality that exceeds even our greatest thought of love
and beauty and all the demands and claims
made upon us by the Gospel are no longer
considered intolerable. Nothing is too
hard, no sacrifice is too great to make, no
suffering too severe for us to bear for him
who loved us and gave himself a ransom
for us.

i

W E ARE HAPPY T O W E L C O M E
O U R N E W S T A F F of associate editors
and contributors who were appointed at
our recent General Conference. W e realize
that all of these brethren are busy men
and have plenty to do. Nevertheless we
are expecting their fullest co-operation in
sending us timely contributions for the paper.
W i t h this number we have a contribution from Bro. Harold Sheets of Pasadena,
California—a new member of our editorial
staff—and it is our fond hope that we will
be able to present to our readers contributions from our associate editors in each
succeeding issue of the paper.

The Wet Issue
One of the boldest efforts at wet propaganda which has ever been attempted is
being used today and it is surprising how
many seemingly careful thinking people
have been captured by it. W e are told
that prohibition is responsible for the present mal-adjustment both in the social and
economic world and are promised with a
repeal of the eighteenth amendment and
a modification of the Volstead Act that
there will be a return to prosperity.
Prominent among causes for the present
crisis are the moral and spiritual bankruptcy of the country and the lack of public
confidence. People are only day-dreaming
who imagine that the licensing of traffic in
alcoholic liquors will restore our nation to
a condition of normalcy. If a return to
prosperity waits upon more license and
more liquor, we need to fear that prosperity more than any depression.
The liquor interests have been fighting
the eighteenth amendment ever since it became a part of the Constitution of the
United States using every conceivable
means to override this great victory. N o w
appealing thousands of unemployed and
panic stricken men who are willing - to
"jump at a straw" and promising a living
wage, full dinner pails, and good times, it
appears that a dangerously effective type
of propaganda is being used.
This country will only be dry as long
as God's people fight to keep it dry. Let
us not be swayed on this important moral
issue.—H. K. S.
EDITORIAL
(Continued on page 232)
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Jesus Standing on the Shore
By Eld. H. K. Light
"But when the morning was now
Jesus stood on the shore."
H E scene before us for this morning's
meditation, is, some days after the
T
resurrection of Jesus from the dead, after
He shewed Himself to Mary, then to the
disciples Thomas being absent, when the
doors were shut. After eight days He
shewed Himself again to His disciples
Thomas being present, the doors again being shut, the text takes us to the sea of
Galilee where Jesus shewed Himself on this
wise, when seven of His disciples were together, Peter said, I go fishing. They say
unto him, W e also go with thee. They
went forth and entered into a ship immediately; and that night they caught nothing,
but when the morning was now come, Jesus Stood on the Shore. Thank God He
stood not behind closed doors or in a secluded place but like the voice of God
walking in the garden of Eden among His
own creation so now Jesus stood on the
open shore of Galilee, the same sea on
which he stilled the tempest and calmed its
waves, from whose waters He taught the
multitudes, and so set forth parables, which,
like Himself are abounding with hidden
treasures. The shore of Galilee where he
had instructed his disciples to go to meet
him after his resurrection, here He stood in
the morning.
The world has its great time in the evening and after dark, but the saints of God
have their great time in the morning when
they open the day in communion with God
around the family altar, and in the secret
closet. These seven disciples had a breakfast with Jesus. In the morning Jesus stood
on the shore. In the morning Jesus.
A Night of Human Efforts
Peter said, I go a fishing and the other
six joined him in his decision. That night
they caught nothing, their nets were empty.
Entering upon a decision without taking
Jesus into consultation is an expression of
human effort and results in empty nets. T o day there is a great deal of human effort,
folks say "If I pay my honest debts", "If I
belong to church," "If I keep the golden
rule", "If I do as good as I can". Others
engage themselves at supper table, the bazaar and other activities of the church
thinking thereby to acquire salvation. Jesus,
asked by the Jews " W h a t they should
work that they might work the works of
God" answered that "This is the work of
God that ye believe on Him whom God
has sent."
A work concerning the national efforts.
In the days when we were entering the
world war the slogan was " W e must make
the world a fit place to live in." W e must

make the world safe for democracy." Millions of dollars were spent, Millions of
lives were lost, the best manhood of this
and other nations gave their life blood in
the effort. How safe and how fit is the
world to-day? W e are sorry to confess
that "That night we caught nothing." Financially the nation is headed toward the
sheriff sale. Morally the trend is downward with the jails, penitentiaries and
houses of correction over crowded and evil
men and seducers waxing worse and worse,
deceiving and being deceived. Spiritually
we quote the exhortation to the Laodicean
church. "I know thy works, that thou art
neither cold nor hot, thou sayest, I am rich
and increased with goods and have need
of nothing; and knowest not that thou art
wretched, and miserable and poor, and
blind and naked."
How sad that we have empty nets when
Jesus stands on the shore. W e sent our
best diplomats to the Geneva conference
as well as to all prior conferences with the
result, that, if Japan want to fight, it simply
fights. Empty nets while Jesus stands on
the shore.
I wish to address myself to all who are
effected by the depression and unemployment, and that is indeed a large family.
Don't be discouraged, hope thou in God,
don't be depressed, Jesus stands on the
shore. This financial, moral and spiritual
depression thru which we are going today
is a rich soil for mental depression to thrive.
Beloved one are you despondent because
you have no job, or your income is effected
or perhaps you have lost a lot and perhaps
all of your money and are now a poor man,
whatever the cause or effect of your condition, listen to what Jesus said, "A man's
life consisteth not in the abundance of
things he posesses." God has chosen the
poor of this world rich in faith and heirs of
the kingdom which he has promised to them
that love him.
The Apostle Paul in the midst of depression said "I press on." Discouraged soul
let me help you solve this depression for
you, apply some reconstruction work with
your depression, the Gospel knows no retard but a forward move. Silence the I,
the greatest hindrance, and the remainder
is the term of scripture Press On. Many
folks get the I (themselves) on their hands
and are unable to handle themselves, failing to see Jesus stand on the shore of new
hopes and new possibilities they try to end
it all by the harsh act of self destruction,
only to meet Jesus on the shore of the de-
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come,

parted life. Discouraged soul listen to Jesus as he bids you cast the net on the right
side and promise a draught. It was when
the disciples obeyed their Lord and cast
the net on the right side that their nets
were filled and the disciple whom Jesus
loved said it is the Lord.
A Morning of Change
Jesus addressed the disciples in their discouragement, and fruitless efforts and said
"Children have ye any meat?" They answered " N o , " the nets were empty. Jesus
bids them cast the net on the right side.
N o w note the change, before they had no
fish, now they are not able to bear for the
multitude of fishes. The reason for their
great draught, was their obedience to the
man on the shore. Obedience to the will
of God brings a great change in our life.
The loving disciple obeyed and became
possessed with the consciousness that Jesus was standing on the shore. W h e n this
consciousness possessed Peter he cast himself into the sea, to go to Jesus. The consciousness of the indwelling Christ, changes
discouragement into faith and defeat into
victory. After a night of human effort the
disciples enjoyed a morning of heavenly
blessing and a day of miracles.
Jesus stood on the other side of the cross,
that cross which is the power of God to
every one that believeth. He stood on the
other side of the grave, "I am he that was
dead and live and behold I am alive for
ever more, and because I live ye shall live
also." He stood on the other side of victory, leading captivity captive and giving
gifts unto men. He said to the disciples,
"Come and dine." He stood as a conqueror on the N e w Canaan land of Eden
restored to receive his disciples in the holy
fellowship of the life which is hid with
Christ in God. He stood not as a statute
to be effaced by the cycle of time, nor stood
He as a tyrant like task masters of Egypt.
But thank God he stood as the loving
Lord.
He stands on the shore of our business
life, entreating us to cast all our cares upon him for he careth for us. He stands on
the shore of our Educational life, saying,
"The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom." He stands on the shore of our social life, "I in them, and thou in me, that
they also may be one in thee," and then
He stands on the shore of our every day
life saying, "As ye have received Christ
Jesus the Lord so walk ye in Him." As
head of the Church in whom all the fullness of the Godhead dwells he stands to
(Continued on page 229)
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General Sunday School Conference Report
« n n HE SUNDAY SCHOOL —Our
Church Training School" was the
general theme of the Sunday School Conference held at Upland, California, in connection with the General Conference sessions. The three subdivisions 'were "Training Childhood for Citizenship", "Training
Youth for Service", and "Training Adults
for Leadership." Three speakers discussed
topics under each of these divisional heads.
Bro. B. M. Books, speaking upon the
subject of "Obedience" under "Training of
Childhood for Citizenship," declared the
need of a new crop of boys and girls who
are law abiding. He stated that neither
obedience motivated by fear thru threatenings nor that obtained thru ignorance by
withholding light and knowledge was desirable, but that obedience should arise
from respect and love for those in authority. The case of a young girl coming for
admission to a boarding school was cited.
Immediately the girl was handed a list of
rules to which she was asked to promise
obedience. She rebelled at this requirement but later in the day upon meeting
and falling in love with the lady in charge
of the school gladly consented to do whatever was asked. The rules had been presented too early. Satisfactory feeling tone
must accompany that which we teach in
order that it may be acceptable and effective. Therefore much time should be spent
in securing the love of those whom we expect to hear and obey us.
T h e speaker further developing the subject mentioned that prohibitions should be
accompanied by an appeal to the reason
wherever possible. A sign reading "Keep
Out" failed to keep boys out of a forbidden area until the sign was changed to
read "Dynamite Keep Out." Adding the
word "dynamite" brought an appeal to the
reason and made the sign effective.
Again in stressing the methods to gain
obedience in childhood material illustrations and concrete examples were urged in
contrast to abstract teaching. T o relate

turn our failures and disappointments into
blessings, the things concerning our infirmities into glory and our defeats into victory.
One sad position that Jesus takes is when
He is outside the church. Rev. 3:20 has
Him outside saying "Behold I stand at the
door and knock: if any man hear my voice
and open the door, I will come in to him
and sup with him and he with me." This
church was rich in human effort and luke
warm, not knowing that she was wretched,
and miserable and poor, and blind. Christ
within the hope of glory, brings victory,
Christ without means defeat.

vividly an experience with the child which
teaches kindness is much better than simply to state that children should always
be kind. It was noted that Jesus used this
method when answering the query, " W h o
is my neighbor?" Thus where threatenings
and ignorance are undesirable in bringing
obedience, an appeal to reason with the
use of concrete material furnished from
life situations and surrounded by a proper
love and respect for superiors will bring
a highly desirable type of obedience.
Bro. John Raser opened the second discussion upon the subject, "Training for
Reverence in Childhood," by stating that
we will not be good citizens of this world
until we are good citizens of heaven. T h e
speaker urged the necessity of beginning
the teaching of reverence very early in the
life of the child adding that this training
must start in the home. The power of example in teaching reverence is strong both
in the home and in the house of God. W e
should reverence the presence of God in
our assemblies just as we would reverence
the presence of St. Paul or another apostle
if he were here. Again when older ones
show proper respect for the laws of the
land it will cause children to respect them.
Bro. Alvin Burkholder concluded the discussion relating to childhood by speaking
upon the subject, "Training in Integrity."
He pictured the child as the foundation of
the building of life and urged the necessity
of looking well to a careful laying of this
foundation. Integrity means uprightness of
character both in the presence and absence
of authority. Integrity means a life that
is open, sound, and complete. T h e speaker
pointed out that the one who does not
throw his life open to investigation may
justly have his integrity questioned.
It was held that the Sunday School has
a big place in the way of beginning anew
or starting right rather than in reform work.
All boys and girls must be brought into
personal contact with Jesus Christ and Sunday School workers must feel the weight
of this need to be properly qualified. Child
evangelism must be fostered.
Becoming
endoctrinated in the W o r d of God was
named by the speaker as the essential
means of teaching integrity in childhood.
The placing of confidence—responsibility
and the bestowing of confidence in children
will always have its reward.
The afternoon sessions began with a
study in "Training of Youth for Service."
Bro. Irvin Musser spoke upon "Training
in Versatility." He emphasized through
his discussion the need of teachers urging
children to definitely rely upon God for
wisdom and guidance in finding their places
to serve. A strong intellect and strong
physique are necessary by wa y of prepar-
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ation. T h e speaker stated that the W o r d
of God must be hid in the heart of the
youth, that there must be definite knowledge of salvation, and a desire cultivated
for the sincere milk of the W o r d . This
means that Sunday School 'workers must
be qualified in giving the sincere milk of
the W o r d and in feeding the lambs of the
flock.
It is not only necessary that youth finds
the proper place to serve but also that there
be training in adaptability in that field.
This truth was made clear through the discussion of Bro. H. K. Kreider. Some people are capable of greater adaptability than
others. An awkward man may learn the
theory of surgery but will never make a
good surgeon. T o pretend to make expert
teachers and disciplinarians of those who
by nature are deprived of that aptness for
teaching or discipling would be mere quackery. Training for service in adaptability
embraces a number of mental and spiritual
acquirements such as good management,
wise legislation, efficient execution and constant advancement. A teacher who can
interest his pupils has very little trouble in
leading or controlling them. One who has
learned to regulate matters wisely will have
the approbation of the community. An
efficient executive must not only know
how to make wise rules, but also how to
enforce them judiciously.
Young people may gain in adaptability
through observation a n d questioning.
Teachers may foster adaptability thru careful understanding of human nature and love
for the pupils. The speaker concluded with
seven cardinal virtues to be sought in the
training of youth: Regularity, Punctuality,
Neatness, Accuracy, Silence, Industry and
Obedience.
"Training for Dependability in Youth"
was handled by Bro. Wilbur Snider. Many
will stick while a job is new or while all
goes well but will give up when the battle
is hard. Dependability in all things must
become a vital principle in the life of youth.
That spirit must be inculcated which says,
"I will do the will of God whatever
comes." Dependability may be readily
taught by example in the lives of adults.
If adults are dependable, the youth will be
inclined also to be dependable.
Bro. J. H. Wagaman opened the discussion under "Training for Adult Leadership," with the topic "Knowledge of Self."
He inferred in opening that self was a
wily fellow and might be "among the
stuff" or that he might be on exhibition
as in the case of Moses with the Egyptian.
Bro. W a g a m a n emphasized the need of
leadership in the Sunday School with a
clear and definite objective, stating that
leaders must be trained for their task. It
is scarcely possible for the objectives of
Sunday School work to be too high since
there are capabilities and adaptabilities in
every child. These may be greater than
we realize. T h e little boy or girl who may

-
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seem to be tied to mother's apron strings,
to be an object of partiality, or a sissy,
may become a John the Beloved or a Queen
Esther. There may be a vacillating individual like Peter out of whom God can
make a rock. It was further stated that
many might have been leaders had they received the proper training in earlier life.
Leaders must be taught the secret of
humility and constant dependence upon
God. If we are going to have leaders for
tomorrow we must give wise attention to
the training of them today. Adaptability
to others and the proper recognition of
those in equal rank, less rank, and others
who may feel themselves unjustly treated
is required of a leader.
"The Knowledge of Men" as it relates
to the training for leadership was discussed
by Bro. P. J. Wiebe. He stated that many
young people may be unconverted because
we do not know men as we should. Paul
knew men and could work among different
classes and be successful. It was no doubt
his training coupled with his knowledge
of God that made him qualified above others to labor among the Gentiles. It is said
that Napoleon failed because he did not
know the psychology of the Russian people.
It may be noted that the Brethren in
Christ have not evangelized very rapidly
except among the Pennsylvania Dutch. It
was suggested that lack of proper knowledge of men may be responsible for this.
W e must know God and the Holy Ghost
before we can know people. Important
also in our knowledge of men is an understanding of various characteristics at various stages of development; individual interests of pupils; and meaning of child's
actions in order to adapt teaching to their
needs. The speaker in closing suggested
ways by which we may come to understand
men; know the Bible; be a close observer,
visit the pupils homes, seek to have pupils
visit your home as a teacher and encourage their confidence in you; know companions of the pupils; read good literary
works such as those of Charles Dickens;
and seek to know yourself.

thoroughly. The latter will have the best
success. After the Samaritan woman had
seen and known Jesus she could urge others
to come. Proper knowledge of God will
bring an interest, a zeal, and a passion
for the souls of men. There may be many
requirements for the training of leaders but
nothing can take the place of proper knowledge of God.
Thus as stated by the Chairman of the
Conference, Brs. W m . Page, the carpenter
gets his tools from the blacksmith, the
mason gets his tools from the blacksmith,
but the blacksmith must make his own
tools. So the Sunday school has a great
task in making its own workers and leaders. Herein lies a new meaning of Sunday
school work, a new vision for the worker,
a greater privilege for the child, the youth,
and the adult.
Signed, William Page.

Bro. R. I. Witter closed the discussions
of the day with a fitting appeal to the need
of leaders trained in the knowledge of God.
"The husbandman that labors must be first
partaker of the fruit." The things we know
of God we only know because they have
become a part of us. Unless a Sunday
School teacher or leader knows God they
are disqualified. Andrew found Jesus first
and then knew how to bring his brother.
A teacher cannot lead anyone beyond that
which they have attained themselves. The
speaker stated that our experiences should
• correspond with the W o r d of God.
Continuing the development of this closing subject, Bro. Witter stated that one
man may have lots of tools, but know little about his business, another may have
meager equipment but know his business

' .
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The Home Life
Paul in Corinthians says, "Therefore if
any man be in Christ, he is a new creature." After we have had the experience
of being born again, we should live new
lives as Christ would have us live. Let us
look at Zacchaeus in Luke 19:2-8. While
some of my learned friends criticize
him, I take an entirely different view. After he has been saved, he desires to live
a different life. He is now a child of God
and wants to make things right before God
and man, and says, in effect, "If I have
taken anything from anyone dishonestly,
I will make it right." He began to show
his faith by his works. This is different
than what the world would have us do.
Jesus said to his disciples, "Ye are clean
through the words which I have spoken."
Through you His works are spirit and they
are life.
Let us again look at Luke 8:38. Read
through the entire chapter. After the demoniac was healed, he besought Jesus that
he might go with Him, but Jesus said he
should return to his own house and show
what great things He had done for him, not
only by words, but showing by a godly
life to his family and to the folks in his
own home what the Lord had done. W e do
not know all the results of this man's testimony, but we do know that Jesus has said
that he will make us witnesses first in
Jerusalem, and that means at home.
If we are faithful and live in the light
before those with whom we come in contact daily, we believe it will result in the
healing and salvation of others. Perhaps
not enough is said about the home life.
M a y the Lord give us grace to see that
this is very important if we are to live
victorious lives with Him.
John Stott, Chicago, 111.
"The fear of the Lord is the beginning
of knowledge; but fools despise wisdom
and instruction."
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If Jesus Came Back To-day
By Vincent Godfrey Burns
If Jesus came back to-day
What would the people say?
IX0^1*1 t h e y c h e e r Him and strew the way
With garlands of myrtle and bay
As they did on that distant day
When He came to Jerusalem?
What would America say
If Jesus came back to-day?
I think without shadow of doubt
When He'd traveled and spoken about
In church and school and street
And clubs where the rich men meet,
His quiet, fearless smile
At our godless greed and guile
Would raise our wrath and bile.
When we'd heard those firm lips speak
In accents serene and meek;
"I have come to protect the weak
From the plunderer and the knave,
I have come to free the slave.
To lift the poor from the slime
Of need and disease and crime,
To break the grip of gold
On My brothers, young and old;
To throw the prisons wide
And put the rich sinners inside
With those who have made the law
By the rule of fang and claw * * ."
We would take Him and ride Him out
Like a renegade on a rail,
Or throw Him in the county jail
As a dangerous, radical Red
Who was probably off His head,
"Away with this common lout!"
With derisive laughter and shout
We would mock His daring dream.
"Love?" we would fairly scream,
"Why, what does the madman mean?
That talk is O.K. with rubes. •
Or idealistic boobs,
But we are men of knowledge
Who have graduated from college.
Look at the things we own:
Our structures of steel and stone:
Look at our books and inventions,
Our schools, our clubs, our conventions.
We have more goods and gold
Than our mansions and homes can hold.
We have all we can eat and drink,
To the poor we freely give.
Does this fanatic think
He can teach us how to live?"
O doesn't it shame the dead
And break your heart as mine
That He who broke the bread
And offered His life's new wine
To serve the Cause Divine,
That He who suffered and bled
That the hungry might be fed,
That the workman might be free,
That the blinded eyes might see,
That the captive might lose his chains
And the rich his ill-gotten gains * *.
To think while we mouth His Name
(Does it not bring a blush of shame?)
We so callously scorn His s t a r
And go hoarding and whorring afar
Where the follies and flesh-pots are?
We fashion great churches and creeds
But the heart of the people still bleeds
And the poor still rot in their needs.
We display with pride His Cross
In the midst of our pagan life
While we hug to our hearts the dross
Of our selfishness and strife.
What sacrifice have we made
To live the love He prayed?
What willing blood have we shed
To do the deeds He said?
To be popular and well-fed
We forsake the way He led
And follow a ghost instead!
—The Baptist.

"Those who are risen with Christ will
naturally seek the things that are above.
Their hearts are there. Their affections are
there, centered upon Him. He is their
chief attraction. Nothing else attracts."
"I count all things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus
my Lord: for whom I have suffered the loss
of all things, and do count them but dung,
that I may win Christ" (Phil. 3:8).
"Not have you been tried, but have you
been a victor?"

-
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Has Your Verse Changed?

A

P O O R woman in one of Mr. W h i t tle's meetings in Glasgow was
brought into light by a little verse in the
fifth chapter of John. "Verily, verily, I
say unto you, he that heareth my word,
and believeth on him that sent me, hath
everlasting life, and shall not come into condemnation; but is passed from death unto
life."
The evangelist gave her the verse, written on a little card, and sent her home rejoicing, with her little son. They both went
to bed that night, happy as angels. But in
the morning she came down to breakfast
as gloomy as ever, her face all clouded and
her heart utterly discouraged. She had had
a night of conflicts, doubts and fears, and
when her little boy asked her what the matter was, she could only burst into tears
and say, "Oh, it is all gone. I thought I
was saved, but I feel just as bad as ever."
The little fellow looked bewildered and
said, " W h y , mother, has your verse
changed? I will go and see." He ran to
the table and got her Bible with the little
card in it, and turned it up and read,
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, he that
heareth my word, and believeth on him that
sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not
come unto condemnation; but is passed
from death unto life."
" W h y mother," he said, "it is not
changed a bit. It is just the same as it was
last night; it is all right." And the mother
looked with a smile at the little preacher
whose simple trust was used of God to
save her; and taking him in her arms, she
thanked God that her precious verse was
still the same, and her peace as unchanged
as the everlasting W o r d of God. Is this
what the Apostle means? W e are justified, now let us have and hold fast to the
peace. It is not merely forgiveness, but it
is an everlasting decree. Let us walk in
the strength of it, and never allow the shadow of a doubt or fear to cross the sunlit
sky of our heaven.—Weekly Alliance.

God's Loving Kindness
H P H E thing that lasts in the universe is
*• God's kindness, which continues
"from everlasting to everlasting." W h a t a
revelation of God! O dear friends, if only
our hearts could open to the full acceptance
of that thought, sorrow and care and
anxiety, and every other form of trouble
would fade away, and we should be at rest.
The infinite, undying, imperishable love of
God is mine. Older than the mountains,
deeper than their roots, wider than the
heavens, and stronger than all my sin, is
the love that grasps me and keeps me and
will not let me go, and lavishes its tenderness upon me, and beseeches me, and
pleads with me, and woos me, and rebukes
me, and corrects me when I need, and sent
His Son to die for me.—Sel.
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Weaving in Shadow
¥ N one of the famous lace shops of
•*• Brussels there are certain retired rooms
devoted to the weaving of the finest and
most delicate lace patterns. These rooms
are altogether darkened, save for the light
from one small window falling directly upon the pattern. There is only one lacemaker in the room, and she sits where the
narrow stream of light falls upon the thread
she is weaving. "Thus," you are told by
your guide, "do we secure our choicest
products. Lace is always more delicately
and beautifully woven when the worker is
in the dark and only her pattern is in the
light."
Does not the same beautiful and mysterious result appear in work of any kind,
when surrounding shadows compel the toiler to fix his attention solely upon the task
in hand—the task upon which falls the concentrated light of life? W h e n a soul finds
itself shut in by disappointments, trials, bereavements, disciplines or physical limitations to its divinely appointed task, the one
thing it is best fitted to do or teach in this
world, how marvelously the pattern is
wrought! W h a t new power and beauty
appear in both work and character! That
one small window through which falls the
light of heaven full upon our task is, how
often, the essential condition of highest
achievement!—The Continent.

Love
T E R MILLER, pastor of a Baptist
P Echurch
in Pennsylvania, walked sixty
miles to see General Washington in Philadelphia in the days of the Revolutionary
war to ask a pardon for a man condemned
for treason. Washington refused the request, saying he was sorry he could not do
what he wanted for his friend.
"My
friend," Miller exclaimed, "I have not a
worse enemy in the world." Washington
asked him why he walked sixty miles to try
to save his enemy's life, and Miller told
him that he was endeavoring to carry out
the Saviour's commands. Washington was
so impressed with the Christian spirit of the
man, that he signed the desired pardon.
—Publisher Unknown.

What of That?
Tired? Well, what of that?
Didst fancy life was spent on beds of ease?
Fluttering the rose leaves scattered by the
breeze ?
Come, rouse thee! Work while it is called
day!
Coward, arise! Go forth upon thy way.
Lonely ? And what of that ?
Some must be lonely. 'Tis not given to all
To feel a heart responsive rise and fall,
To blend another life into its own.
Work may be done in loneliness. Work on.
Dark ? Well, what of that ?
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Didst fondly dream the sun would never
set?
Dost fear to lose thy way? Take courage
yet.
Learn how to walk by faith and not by sight,
Thy steps will be guided be, and guided
right.
Hard? Well, what of that?
Didst fancy life one summer holiday?
With lessons none to learn and naught but
play?
Go, get thee to thy task! Conquer or die!
It must be learned; learn it, then, patiently.
No help? Nay, 'tis not so!
Though human help be far, thy God is nigh,
Who feeds the ravens, hears His children's
cry.
He's near thee, wheresoe'er thy foot-steps
roam.
And He will guide thee, light thee, help thee
home.
—Author Unknown.
Sent in by Jessie Garnand.

Soon Our Savior Shall Appear
By Jacob H.

Bowers

In this time of sore depression,
W h e n things look dark and drear,
Lift your heads my Christian brethren,
Soon our Saviour shall appear.
W h e n the world in discontentment
Places trials on friends so dear,
W e should still have faith and courage,
Soon our Saviour shall appear.
W h e n the wicked ones oppress us,
More and more each passing year,
Jesus will keep close beside us.
Soon our Saviour shall appear.
W h e n the leaders of the nations
Fail our Father's voice to hear,
W e can hear our Father whisper,
Soon our Saviour shall appear.
W h e n the threatening signs of war arise,
Which may tend our hearts to fear.
Look up to our heavenly father,
Soon our Saviour shall appear.
Oh! Dear Christian be courageous!
Skies will be forever clear,
W h e n He calls us home to glory.
Soon our Saviour shall appear.
Trappe, Pa.
"He who enjoys the things he has is
wiser than he who grieves for things he has
not."
"The reward is not to the swift but to
the faithful."
"Young man, go straight, no one was
ever lost on a straight road."
Remember, O my soul, the fig tree was
charged, not with bearing noxious fruit,
but no fruit.—Thomas Fuller.
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TILERY-SCHNEIDER—On Thursday
morning, J u n e 30th, 1932, a t t h e h o m e of t h e b r i d e ' s
p a r e n t s , B r o . a n d Sr. H e n r y
Schneider
of
Merrill, Michigan, there occurred the m a r r i a g e
of t h e i r d a u g h t e r , M a b e l F e r n , t o C a r l J. U l e r y
of S p r i n g f i e l d , Ohio. T h e c e r e m o n y w a s p e r f o r m e d b y t h e f a t h e r of t h e b r i d e a s s i s t e d b y
B i s h o p O. B. U l e r y .
R E I G L E - Z I M M E R M A N — On W e d n e s d a y ,
J u n e 29, 1932 a t 2 o'clock, a t t h e h o m e of t h e
b r i d e ' s m o t h e r o c c u r r e d t h e m a r r i a g e of R a y m o n d A. R e i g l e , s o n of E l d e r a n d M r s . A l b e r t
E . R e i g l e of R i d g e w a y , O n t . a n d M i s s P e r n
C. Z i m m e r m a n of P o r t C o l b o r n e , O n t .
The
c e r e m o n y w a s p e r f o r m e d b y B i s h o p A l v i n L.
W i n g e r of G o r m l e y , Ont., in t h e p r e s e n c e of
relatives and friends.
KLINCK-COBER—On Saturday,
June
11,
1932 a t 2:30 o'clock, t h e r e o c c u r r e d t h e m a r r i a g e of Sr. L u e l l a M a e Cober, d a u g h t e r of
Bro. J o s e p h Cober, a n d B r o . E l l i s P. K l i n c k
e l d e s t son of Mr. a n d M r s . R o s s K l i n c k of
G o r m l e y , O n t . a t t h e f a r m r e s i d e n c e of t h e
b r i d e ' s f a t h e r . B i s h o p A l v i n L. W i n g e r w a s
the officiating minister.
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CAN YOU

HELP?

A famous p r e a c h er once said that, w h e n
G o d ' s l o v e r e i g n e d in a h o m e , a n g e l s m i g h t

be asked to stay over night there, and that
they would not feel one bit strange. Can
you do anything to make your home such
a place?—Joy Bells.
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FALLEN ASLEEP
ROSENBERGER—Sr. Susan
Rosenberger,
w i d o w of t h e l a t e A m o s R o s e n b e r g e r , S o u e r t o n , Pa., died J u n e 30th, 1932, a t t h e a g e of
77 y e a r s , s i x m o n t h s a n d 25 d a y s .
F u n e r a l services were held a t the Souderton meeting house. Services were conducted
b y Eld. H o w a r d Stout, Eld. F r e d Bowers, and
E l d . E d w i n C. R o s e n b e r g e r .
Text: Hebrews
9:27-28.
I n t e r m e n t in F r a n c o n i a M e n n o n i t e
cemetery.
C A R V E R — N i n a Winger, beloved
wife
of
W i n f r e d C a r v e r a n d d a u g h t e r of B r o . a n d Sr.
G e o r g e W i n g e r , p a s s e d on t o h e r e t e r n a l r e w a r d , M a y 9, 1932, in h e r f o r t y - f i r s t y e a r .
F o r s o m e m o n t h s Sr. C a r v e r h a d n o t b e e n
well, a t t i m e s s u f f e r i n g i n t e n s e pain, b e a r i n g
it a s o n l y a C h r i s t i a n can,
She w a s converted and united
with
the
B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t c h u r c h in 1907 f r o m w h i c h
time she h a s lived a consistent, e x e m p l a ry
C h r i s t i a n life.
Left to m o u r n their loss a r e her h u s b a n d
a n d one d a u g h t e r , J o s e p h i n e ;
an
adopted
daughter, Violet; father and mother; and two
b r o t h e r s , N o r m a n of F o r t E r i e N o r t h a n d
E r n e s t of n e a r S t e v e n s v i l l e .
F u n e r a l services were held a t Black Creek
church, conducted by Bishop B e r t Sherk, a s sisted by Elders W a r r e n W i n g er and Albert
Reigle.
T e x t : J o b 19:25.
WALTERS—Solomon
Walters
was
born
A p r i l 3, 1846 a n d t h i s y e a r (1932) o b s e r v e d h i s
86th a n n i v e r s a r y .
A t t h e a g e of n i n e t e e n y e a r s
he
joined
C o m p a n y I., Ohio v o l u n t e e r I n f a n t r y a n d w a s
s e n t t o j o i n t h e a r m y of t h e P o t o m a c .
He
s e r v e d h i s c o u n t r y in s o m e of t h e s e v e r e s t
battles.
Brother W a l t e r s was converted under the
m i n i s t r y of B i s h o p J. R. Zook a n d u n i t e d w i t h
t h e B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t c h u r c h of R i c h l a n d A s h l a n d d i s t r i c t , Ohio.
S i n c e t h e d e a t h of h i s c o m p a n i o n s o m e y e a r s
ago he has made his home with his daughter
in Mansfield.
H e w a s t h e l a s t of a f a m i l y
of n i n e c h i l d r e n .
H e is s u r v i v e d b y one son Clyde , a n d one
d a u g h t e r , N e t t i e M e n t z e r , b o t h of M a n s f i e l d ;
t w o s t e p s o n s , O r a a n d R a y Good, a n d one s t e p d a u g h t e r , M r s . G r a c e E b e r h a r t ; five g r a n d children, and seven great-grandchildren.
F u n e r a l services were conducted by Bishops
M. L . D o h n e r a n d W . J. M y e r s .
K E E T A T J V E R — S u s a n K e e f a u v e r w i f e of H .
E . K e e f a u v e r , 2201 W e s t M a r k e t St., Y o r k ,
Pa., w a s b o r n Oct. 29, 1854, a n d died J u n e 14,
1932, a g e d 77 y e a r s , s e v e n m o n t h s a n d 15 d a y s .
She united with the B r e t h r e n
in
Christ
Church m a n y y e a r s ago. She leaves to m o u r n
t h e i r loss, h e r h u s b a n d and t h e following child r e n : F r a n k R. W e t z e l , T r e n t o n , N . J., O t t o
W e t z e l , M o r r i s v i l l e , Pa., M r s . R. R. F e r g e s o n ,
P a s a d e n a , Calif., M r s . N o r m a n S m i t h , Y o r k ,
Pa.; also t h r e e b r o t h e r s : David Eisenhower,
A b i l e n e , K a n s . , R e v . I. E i s e n h o w e r , T o p e k a ,

K a n s . , a n d a s i s t e r , M r s . C. O. M u s s e r , A b i lene, K a n s .
F u n e r a l services were held a t her late home,
E l d . J o h n R. L e h m a n
officiating
assisted
b y R e v . S i l a s M i l l e r. T e x t , N u m . 23:10, l a s t
c l a u s e : " L e t m e die t h e d e a t h of t h e r i g h t e o u s
a n d l e t m y l a s t e n d be l i k e h i s .
Interment
w a s m a d e in t h e G r e e n m o u n t c e m e t e r y , Y o r k ,
Pa.

Editorial
(Continued from page 237)

Spiritual Growth
"But unto you that fear my name shall
the Sun of righteousness arise with healing in his wings; and ye shall go forth and
grow up as calves of the stall." Mai. 4:2.
It is quite easy to have an enfeebled conception of spiritual growth. Until the soul
is fully surrendered to God experiencing
unbroken fellowship and victory over sin
there cannot be normal spiritual growth.
On the other hand as this experience is
reached and fellowship is maintained spiritual growth is inevitable.
W e cannot wait upon growth to do for
us what the washing of regeneration must
do. W e only hope against hope to grow
free of the manifestations of a carnal life
because nothing but the. purifying fire and
the renewing of the Holy Ghost will deliver us. The natural growth process which
precedes the completion of the grace of
cleansing is that which leads the soul into
the experience of immediate and complete
deliverance from sin. Then the child of
God begins to grow.
The righteous shall grow the Bible assures—as calves of the stall the text states.
Feeders tell us that calves of the stall are
on full rations and are putting on weight
rapidly and noticeably. Dear reader, are
you growing according to God's design?
If not, why not? W h a t of the lame, the
feeble, and stunted in the way? God wants
to make of us stalwart Christians. A lack
of manifest spiritual growth is an evidence
of the need of Holy Ghost "conditioning."
—H. K. S.

The Work of the Spirit
If you ask how the Holy Spirit can dwell
within us and work through us, without destroying our personality, I can not tell. How
can the electric current fill and transform
a dead wire into a live one, which you dare
not touch? H o w can a magnetic current
fill a piece of steel and transform it into a
mighty force which, by its touch, can raise
tons of iron, as a child would lift a feather?
How can fire dwell in a piece of iron until
its very appearance is that of fire, and it
becomes a firebrand? I can not tell.
Now, what fire and electricity and magnetism do in iron and steel the Holy Spirit
does in the spirits of men who believe on
Jesus, follow Him wholly, and trust Him
intelligently. He dwells in them, and inspires them until they are all alive with the
very life of God.—Selected.
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City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller and
wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawlcy St., in charge of Eld. and Sr.
Earl Iiosscrt.
Chicago Mission—6030 Ilalstead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., In charge of Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Barbara
Hits and workers. Bell Phone, Garfield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Spllenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, (Int., In charge
of Bishop Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. 1). E. Jennings,
Sylvalus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder II. P. Heiiey and
wife, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Kentucky Mission Field, In charge of Elder Albert Engle and
wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Elder Walter D.
Taylor and wife, Tillsonburg, Ont., B. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, [florin, Pa., Brother Clarence Herr, Steward;
and Sister Susie Herr, Matron.
Jalibok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bio. D. L. and Sister Mattte
Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Evangelistic Slate
BISH. R. I. WITTER, Des Moines, Iowa.
Holiness Camp Meeting July 1 to 10.
ELD. HARRY C. CRIDER, Palmyra, l a .
July 24 to Aug. 24 Tent Meetings.
ELD. WM. M. ASFER, 327 East Orange St.,
Shippensburg, Pa.
June 11 to 30, 1932, Tent meetings a t Granville, Pa.
ELD. W. L. REIGHARD, Dallas Center, Iowa
June 19-July 3. Tent meeting. West Milton,
Ohio.
BISH. D. R. EYSTER, Thomas, Okla.
July 30th to Aug. 15th, Garlin, Ky„ tent
meetings.
ELD. J. H. BYER, 204 E. 9th St., Upland, Cal.
Is open for calls for revival campaigns.
HARVEST MEETING
The North Franklin District will hold a
Harvest Meeting, Aug. 18th at Air Hill church,
morning and evening session. Everybody welcome.
HARVEST HOME SERVICE
August 27th, in the afternoon at the Fairland Church.

NOTICE
The Beneficiary Board regrets to report
that its present available funds are exhausted. Unless there is an immediate response to the support of this fund, the work
of the Beneficiary Board is greatly hampered, facing the probability of ceasing to
pay allowances which are very much needed
in these distresssing times.

VISITOR

By order of General Conference we m a k e
t h i s appeal to all Districts and individuals
t o come to t h e rescue of t h i s noble work.
" H e t h a t h a t h pity upon t h e poor lendeth
unto t h e Lord."
Send r e m i t t a n c e s to H a r v e y Hoke, T r e a s . ,
Englewood, Ohio.
ZION, KANSAS NOTES
Sunday School—The enrollment for the first
six months was 140. The average attendance
was 100. A number of our young people
who have been away to school have
returned home. We are glad to have them
with us again.
Out-going Missionaries—We were indeed
very glad to have with us Bro. and Sr. David
Hall on the evening of April 10. They gave
a very impressive farewell service. May the
Lord go with them as they go forth to carry
the beautiful message of salvation to the lost
of Africa.
New Minister—We were glad to welcome
Sr. Anna Kraybill, who in April became the
wife of our Bishop Bro. M. G. Engle. Our
prayer is that God will abundantly bless them
and may we prove to be blessings to one another. Bro. Engle and wife left June 1 for
California to attend Conference. They have
returned at this writing. We are glad to
have them home again.
"VISITORS—Rev. and Mrs. John L. Minter
and family stopped here for a two week's visiit. They were enroute to Upland, Calif., to
attend General Conference. On May 8th Bro.
Minter gave very stirring messages both morning and evening. Sr. Minter gave a brief but
very interesting talk on the work they are
engaged in at Iron Springs, Pennsylvania. May
they prove to be a blessing in that field of
labor.
Bro. Ezra Sheets from Upland, Calif., who
was called here by the death of his mother,
Mrs. John Sheets, gave the morning message,
June 12.
SOME THOUGHTS PRESENTED AT THE
NEW GUILFORD SUNDAY SCHOOL MEETING OP JUNE, 18-19
The Word of God is a wall to keep out
modernism and a good antidote to get it out
if it is in.
Unless our service is prompted by a heart
full of love it amounts to little.
If the mission cause is being thoroughly
taught in the home, then there will be no
trouble in getting laborers.
A changed heart is still human and always
welcomes correction.
If the devil makes things look like mountains, just obey God and see how insignificant they become.
The devil has a name that is very fitting,
he is an ill, vile, evil, devil and yet some
people like to give him a nicer name like Satan, Satin, or silk.
Christians love the name of Jesus. JESUS
who eternally saves us sinners, there is something in a name.
God can't do much with a stubborn and disobedient person.
It gives God pleasure to have us assert
ourselves that He can reveal Himself to us.
Faith and trust are twins.
We should read, study, meditate and search
the word of God.
Meditation is like a sheep chewing a cud,
getting the good out of it. It is something
the world knows nothing of spiritually.
In the word Christian, without Christ, I-A-N
may signify I am nothing.
We must be big enough to be little enough
to speak to and approach people on their own
level.
If we are a 100 per cent Christian we'll be
a missionary.
It is well for us to now and then visit the
ALL family of the Bible.
Give the children to understand that God
has a part for them in the mission cause.
A modernist said that it is only the ignorant
people that believe in the Second Coming of
Christ.
A changed heart doesn't need to resort to the
outside world for enjoyment.
FAITH may stand for, Forsaking all others
I take Him.
People all over the world can drink from
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the well of salvation, yet it never runs dry.
Show me a person with a changed heart
and I'll show you a person that is regular at
prayer meeting when possible to be there.
If we ever expect to have life eternal, we'd
better get introduced to God here and know
Him? Can a man know God? Yes.
A changed heart waits upon God, walks with
God, watches and prays, witnesses for God
works for God, worships God, abstains from
all appearance of evil, and resists the devil.
Paul never tired of writing of the things
that were for the good of the church or saints.
We cannot know God really unless we sell
out to the world and have the Old man crucified.
It takes some of us a long time to acquaint
ourselves with ourselves.
We cannot get altogether away from temptation, but a changed heart is a mighty fortress
in overcoming and surmounting it.
God formed man
The Devil deformed him
Man tries to reform him
But only God can Transform Him.
Reported by A. W.
DAYTON MISSION
This report of the work at Dayton, Ohio,
concludes one more half year. We realize as
the time is passing so rapidly, that there is
much to be done. Many are financially embarrassed, others are bereaved because of the
loss of their loved ones, others have lost their
health, and many have lost the victory over
sin in their souls. It is alarming how many
there are who have no desire to love and serve
the Lord.
The conditions that are upon us bespeak
the fact that the end is approaching and the
coming of our Lord is drawing near. How
much this does impress upon our hearts to
do our best for dear lost souls that they might
be saved before the awful day of destruction
cometh upon them! We are glad that in the
midst of these trying times, there are at least
a few dear souls that are being saved, and
are preparing for a home in heaven. On Sunday afternoon of June 19, we were made to
rejoice as two dear souls were baptized, and
another sister was reclaimed, becoming one
with us again.
How glad we are for this
brother and these sisters who were willing
to take the narrow way with the Lord. Help
us pray for them to keep true, also for others
who are counting the cost.
We wish to also report that our needs have
been bountifully supplied by our dear brethren,
sisters and kind friends, through our Lord the
giver of all good. We do thank each one of
them and pray that God's hand of blessing
may rest upon them for His kingdom and
glory.
Pinancial Report
Por April, May and June, 1932
Balance on hand $11.41.
Receipts
Mattie Lutz, Dayton, O., $1.50: Gladys
Beeghler, Dayton, Ohio, $1.00; Hazel Gramm,
Dayton, O, $2.00; A Sister, $5.00; Evelyn
Brumbaugh, Dayton, O., $5.00; A Sister, $2.00;
M. A. Stauffer, Mt. Joy, Pa., $2.00; Katie Miller, Dayton, O, $1.00; In His Name, $2.00;
Fannie Shuck, Dallas Center, Iowa, $1.00; Libbie Reighard, Pleasant Hill, O., $1.00; Walter
Reighard, Dallas Center, Iowa, $1.50; Lola
Rudda, Dayton, O., $ .50; A brother, $5.00;
Total, $51.19.
Expenditures
Table account, $13.92; light, power and gas,
$7.22; phone bill, $8.25; water bill, $3.14; incidentals, $6.62, Total, $39.15. Balance on hand
July 1, 1932, $12.0.4.
Poor Pund
Balance,-$1.51; Receipts, $ .90; total funds,
July 1, 1932, $2.41.
Donations of articles were made by Maud
Knisley, Carrie Kinzie, La Donna Shawen,
Ohmer Herr's, Maud Free, Iva Herr, Fannie
Sanders, Daniel Landis, Isaac Engle, Edward
Engle, Vernon Stump, Fannie Shuck.
We continue as yours for the mission field.
W. H. and Susie Boyer,
601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio.

WORRY
Prayer is an acknowledgment of faith;
worry is a denial of faith. Prayer is putting my hand in God,s, trusting to His
loving guidance; worry is wthdrawing my
hand, and denying His power to lead me.
Prayer leads through the door of faith into
the presence of God; worry leads through
the door of anxiety into the darkness of
lonliness and discouragement.
If prayer
rules the life victory results.—Unknown
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GOING HOME
E F O R E a cheery gas fire a little old
lady sat dozing in her chair. The room
in which she sat was neat, but everything in it looked old and worn. In one
corner stood an organ, much carved and
ornamented with scroll work. In the center of the room was a small, round table,
covered with a fringed, red tapestry spread,
upon which rested a big family Bible. A
straight-backed settee and rocker, upholstered in red plush, were the other articles
of furniture. A faded, ingrain rug covered
the fioor. As the winter sun streamed in
at the west window it touched the faded
little room and its occupant with a roseate
glory.
T h e little old lady stirred and opened
her eyes wide. The clock struck three.
" W h a t can be keeping pa?" the old
lady said. She picked up a basket near
her, and adjusting her glasses she began
to knit. As the needles clicked away she
talked to herself.
"Loods kinda like we might get a storm
tonight, I do hope it don't turn cold and
freeze them 'taters pa bought last week.
I wonder if he packed them down cellar
like I said. Pa's so keerless like sence I
ain't able to see after things."
The idea that she could no longer "see
after things" was a source of great worry
to her. For six months now, ever since
she had "a stroke," she had pushed herself
around in a wheel chair.
Presently " P a " entered the room. He
was bent and old. His face was seamed
with lines of care, but his faded, blue eyes
still held a spark of fire that told of a
spirited youth.
" W e got a letter today, mother," said
the old man as he reached into his pocket
and withdrew an envelope. "It's postmarked Los Angeles. I reckon it's from
Ted. You want I should read it to you?"
He settled himself slowly in the straight
backed rocker. "Yes, you read it pa. M y
eyes ain't so good since I had that stroke.
I couldn't see to mend very good today."
She let her knitting fall in her lap as she
spoke.
The old man opened the letter and read
slowly. His voice stumbled as he neared
the end of the letter and read the words,
"I can't come home for Christmas this
year, I have so much to do, but I will try
to come in the spring." W h e n he had
finished the letter he folded it carefully
and handed it to his wife. He could not
trust himself to speak. She patted the
ietter tenderly and there were tears in her
eyes when she spoke again.
"Ted was a good boy. He don't know
how me miss him I s'pose. It's been five
years sence we saw him, pa, and we ain't
so young as we was. Sometimes I won-

der if we'll ever see him ag'in. I counted
so much on him and his wife comin'
Chris'mas." Her voice trembled as she
talked.
"There, there, mother," the old man laid
his rough gnarled hand over hers, "don't
take on so. Ted means well. He'll surprise you one of these days and come
runnin' in to stay a week or two with
you."
"But, pa, I was so set on havin' him
this Christmas. I somehow feel it's my
las' Christmas, and Ted's all we've got
left now."
She spoke those last words softly for
she was thinking of Nellie, their only
daughter, who had been dead many years
now. After her death the old people had
lavished all their love on their son. But
he was married now and a successful business man in Los Angeles. Being very busy
he had neglected his annual visit to the old
home. Each year he wrote that he would
be sure to come the next, but when the
next year came Ted always found something to detain him. And so five years
had elapsed since the old people, now past
eighty, had seen their son.
That night as they sat by the fire their
talk drifted back to the days of youth. As
always, they dreamed the "good old days."
They had been pioneers when the state of
Kansas was in its infancy.
"Pa, do you recollect how we built that
little sod shanty on our claim when we
first came to Kansas?"
He nodded. "Yes, and I remember the
time we had a prairie fire. It was the
year Ted was born. I saw the fire comin'
arollin' along in great, red waves, and I
thought that everything we had was gone,
but the backfire we set saved us. Them
was hard days, mother but we was happy
too."
The old lady smiled, a soft little smile,
full of bitter sweet memories. "Remember Ted's first Chris'mas, pa? How you
cut me a little bare tree and I wrapped
the lim's with green paper, and hung it
with pop-corn and red rose berries—you
drove fifteen miles to town and got Ted
a little toy horse and a ball, and me a red
calico dress pattern."
" W e ' v e had a lot of happy Chris-mases together, mother, and we've had a lot
of hard times too, but takin' things as a
whole we've been purty lucky. You'n
me been married better'n fifty-five years
now and the Lord has always saw fit to
give us enough to live on. I reckon he'll
care for us 'til he calls us home." He spoke
with a feeling of reverence. They were
devout Christians, these old pioneers.
"I was jus' thinkin' today, pa," the old
lady said slowly, "here I am so helpless
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like—can't stir a step sense my stroke.
I've lived my life, and I'm old and helpless, and no good to anybody anymore—I
wonder why God don't call me home?"
"Don't mother. Don't speak so. It
would be mighty lonesome for me with
you gone. You're not a burden to me. I
can take care o' you. I'm strong yet even
if I am old."
"But, pa, I've always prayed I'd never
be left helpless to be a burden to folks.
W h a t would become of me if you would
be took first? I'd have to go to an old
ladies' home, that's what I'd have to do,
or else live with Ted—and you know
we've both said we'd not bother the children in our last days."
" W h y , mother, how you do talk,"
soothed the old man. "You're upset over
that letter, I guess. It's two days yet to
Chris'mas and Ted may change his mind
yet and come—shouldn't wonder a bit if
he didn't just write that so's he could slip
in and s-prise you. N o w you forget them
worries."
She sighed softly, "I guess I'm tired
out, Pa. Maybe you'd better read the Bible an help me to bed."
He walked over the table and picked
up the big Bible. Seating himself again
he read slowly, tracing the lines with his
finger. His old eyes were dim now and
it was hard for him to follow the words.
Sometimes he stumbled over a word as
he read aloud the ninety-first Psalm. His
voice quavered as he read the last two
verses:
"He shall call upon me, and I will answer him; I will be with him in time of
trouble; I will deliver him and honor
him.
"With long life will I satisfy him and
shew him my salvation."
"Yes," he said aloud, a far away look
in his eyes, "He will be with me in time
of trouble."
Then kneeling he prayed—he talked to
his God, this simple, kindly, old man, as
though God was his friend. W h e n his
prayer was ended he arose and stooping
over he picked the little old lady up in
his arms as though she had been a child,
and carried her to their bedroom.
In here, as in the living room, a grate
fire burned brightly. The old people felt
the cold keenly and so every evening " P a "
lit the fire in the bedroom to make it cozy
and warm for "Mother."
W h e n she was comfortably tucked into
bed, the old man went back to his chair
in the living room. As he sat there his
head buried in his hands, his face assumed
a look akin to pain.
"I just can't bear to tell mother we've
got to leave our old home soon. It will
hurt her so." Tears were in his eyes as
he sat there. He was thinking of mother.
He had always shielded her as best he
could from the buffetings of life. N o w in
their old age, he was still trying to shield
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er, trying to keep from her the secret
which was breaking his old heart. The
old home must go. His savings had all
been spent and the old home mortgaged.
He was too proud to appeal to his boy
for help and he had kept the knowledge
f the mortgage from his wife. W h e r e
would they go? T o a home for the aged?
"Oh, God," he prayed, "Not that—It's
not right."
For an hour he sat there trying to think
of a way out. "I can't tell mother yet.
I'll wait till after Christmas—maybe Ted

swathed in bandages. His mind wandered.
He was young again and it was Christmas.
Ted was again a baby—mother was smiling at him happily—he saw Ted grown
to manhood, leaving the old nest. Mother
was getting old now. He must take care
of her—he must shield her. "I can't pay
now Jim, don' turn us out. It will kill
her," he muttered. Suddenly he aroused
himself. Mother would never know that
the old home was no longer theirs. He
had saved her that agony. Thank God!
The pain wrung a groan from his lips.
He felt the doctor bend over him.
"Lemmie," he said softly, "Tell Ted I've
gone—with mother. He's not—coming
home — this Chris'mas.
You—kn"—his
voice trailed off.
The doctor sat by the bedside. Tears
rolled down his cheeks as with a little sigh
the old man went home with "Mother."
—Selected.

"Yes, that makes me afaid to die."
"You want to be forgiven, don't you?"
"Yes, can I be?"
"Certainly."
"Can I know it before I die?"
"Certainly."
"Do make it so plain that I can get hold
of it," he said, raising a feeble arm and closing the hand as if to grasp it.
"Do you remember the school incident
of years ago?"
"Yes, I was thinking it all over a few
days ago. As I thought of your coming."
"Do you remember how you came back
into the house and, throwing your arms
about your father's neck, you asked him to
forgive you?"
"Yes."
" W h a t did he say to you?"
"He said, 'I forgive you with all my
heart,' and he kissed me."
"Did you believe him?"
"Certainly. I never doubted his word."
"Did that take away your guilt."
"Yes."
" W e r e you at home again?"
"Yes, more than ever before."
"That is just the thing for you to do
now. Tell Jesus you are sorry you have
abused Him, and ask Him to forgive you,
just as simply and sincerely as you did
me. He says He will forgive; and you
must take His W o r d for it, just as you did
mine."
" W h y , father is that the way to become
a Christian?"
"I do not know of any other."
"That is very simple and plain. I can
get hold of that."
Very much exhausted by this effort the
colonel turned his head upon his pillow to
rest. The father, having done his work for
the dying son, sank into the chair and gave
way to tears, expecting soon to close his
son's eyes in death. That painful suspense
was not to last long. It could not. A
change had taken place. A new life had
come to that soul. Its first utterance
changed tears to joy:

"Oh, Father, we've been taught that in
some way you would provide. I believe
—I will have faith." It was both a prayer
and a promise.
He rose unsteadily to his feet and turned
out the fire. Then he went slowly to the
bedroom.
As he prepared for bed he noticed that
the fire in their bedroom was out. "I
guess I must have turned it out before I
went in the other room," he thought. "I'm
gettin' forgetful."
As he lay by his wife he listened to
her breathing. A sound like a sob escaped her. It was like a child who has
been hurt and even in his sleep catches
his breath in a sob.
"Mother's been crying' over that letter
EI reckon. I wish Ted would come. He
owes it to her. He's still her baby."
At two o'clock he was awakened by his
wife's voice. "Pa, I feel so queer. I can't
get my breath good. Get me my smelling
salts, won't you? they're on the dresser."
The old man climbed out of bed. He
fumbled for a match on the dresser—ah
there it was—he'd light the lamp and find
the salts now. He scratched the match.
As it flared up there was a burst of flame
—a report like a gun—an explosion—the
whole room was a sheet of flames. Somehow the wind had blown out the fire and
the old man had thought he turned it out
—the room filled with gas had exploded
when the match was lit.
There was a scream from the bed. "Oh,
pa, save me."
The old man stumbled through the flamesto the bedside. His clothing was afire—
he lifted "Mother" in his arms and started
for the door—the flames hurt cruelly—
then all was blackness.
Five hours later the old man opened his
eyes—he saw the doctor who lived across
the street, bending over him.
"Lemmie," he whispered, "Did I get
mother out?" The doctor nodded. He
could not trust his voice.
"Is she hurt much, Lemmie?" every word
was torture.
"She's gone home, Uncle Jack. She won't
suffer any more. Ted's coming—I wired
him. T r y to sleep now, won't you?" Itwas the doctor who spoke.
The old man lay quietly, his body

Saved by Faith
S T U D E N T in a military school was
about to be graduated with honors,
but he broke some rules, and the rebuke received from his father made him so angry
that he vowed he would stay at home no
longer. But he became calmer, regretted
his hasty temper, returned to his father,
threw his arms about his neck, and said,
"Father, I have done a very wicked thing.
I am sorry I have abused you so. Can you
forgive me?" A quick embrace and a father's kiss removed the sense of guilt, and
never afterward did the son treat his father
with disrespect.
This young man later entered the army
and he became a colonel. He was wounded in battle, gangrene set in, and thus his
father found him. Life was nearly gone,
and he was expected soon to die. H e rejoiced to see his father but said in a faint
voice: "You must do the talking now; I
am almost gone." The father returned from
a short talk with the surgeon, and the son
asked him to sit down by him.
"Have you been talking to the surgeon?
he inquired.
"Yes."
" W h a t did he say about me?"
"He says you must die."
"How long does he think I can live?"
" N o t more than four days, and you may
go any moment."
"Father, you must not let me die now,"
exclaimed the son. "I am afraid to die. I
am not prepared to die. If I must, do tell
me how. I know you can, for I have heard
you do it for others."
This was no time nor place for tears.
There was work to be done. There was
no hesitation. Instantly the Spirit said to
the Father, "Tell him of the school incident.
That is what he wants. I have held it in
reserve for this moment."
The father said, " M y son, you feel guilty,
do you not?"

"Father, you need not cry any more; I
don't want you to; I want you to sing. It
is all right with me now. I am happy. Jesus has forgiven me. I have told Him how
sorry I am that I have abused Him so, and
He has forgiven me. I know He has, for
He says He will, and I have taken His word
for it, just as I did yours. I am not afraid
to die now; I don't think I shall. I feel the
stirring of a new life within me, and with
it came the feeling of new life in my blood.
I want you to sing that good old hymn, we
used to sing when I was a boy at family
prayer:
" W h e n I can read my title clear
T o mansions in the skies,
I'll bid farewell to every fear
And wipe my weeping eyes."
(Continued on page 239)
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NEWS FROM FOREIGN LANDS
Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F. Eshelman,
Mrs. Sallie K. Doner, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Elder and Mrs. W, 0. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Mrs. Naomi
Laoy, Miss Mary Brenaman, Miss Lois Frey,'Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.

As cold waters to a thirsty
soul, so is good news
from a far country.
Prov. 25:25.

WANEZI
Elder ano Mrs. H. J. Frey, Waned Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.

By Minnie B.

Winger

r O W swiftly the days come and go!
And sometimes we think more so in
Africa than any other place we have been.
Already it is past time for our March and
April report and it only seems such a short
time ago since this new year started.
Nothing very much has happened out of
the ordinary these months. Just the ordinary routine of Mission work. It often
leads us to ask ourselves: "Is this real
missionary work?"
Attending to the many wants of these
people, trouble with gardens, caring for
the many sick who come for help; making
and mending dresses, trying to teach them
a bit of reading, writing and arthmetic;
seeing after slates, pencils, and school
books; washing clothes, ringing bells, and
making repairs of various kinds; trouble
with unfaithful herd boys, who are paid to
watch the cattle but who many times by
their neglect allow them to do damage to
what is dearest to the heart of an African
woman, her garden. All these things as
well as others are often included in the
daily duties of a Missionary. But after all
even these things done in the spirit of the
Master can be a means of drawing these
people to Him.
W e are almost at the close of our rainy
season. W e have had very good rains so
far this season, and the natives as well as
we are looking forward to a good harvest.
Already we have had about forty inches of
rain and will likely get a bit more before
the rains finish. Last year we had only
about twenty inches and the water was
very scarce before the rains came again.
This year we should have plenty.
During the rains we are often more or
less rained in because of high water and
muddy roads. Consequently we see very
few white people during this time so a vis-

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle. Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Cayman.

Home on Furlough

MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Anna R. Engle, Miss Annie M.
Winger, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South Africa.

Miss Martha Kauffman, Livingstone Hospital, Leyton, E. 10,
London, England.
Eld. R. H. Mann, Mountville, Pa. Care G. J. Mann.
Miss Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.

S1KAL0NG0
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen.

Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, 317 S. High St., Mechanicsburg, Pa.

From Africa
Macha Mission

Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
South Africa.

itor is quite an event. W e were very glad
to have the Sikalonga workers and Bro.
Frey with us for our love feast on the 15th,
16th and 17th of April. They came on
Thursday and stayed until the following
Monday. How we miss Bro. Taylor on
these visits! It still seems almost impossible to us that he is no longer here. W e
are looking forward to a few weeks visit
from Sr. Taylor and Anna some time in
May before they leave for the Homeland.
N o doubt it will be very hard for Sr. Taylor to leave the work in which she has
spent most of her life and also to leave a
small scuffed off spot on the veldt below the
church which marks the resting place of her
companion. I like the little verse she has
put on the tombstone, "Until Jesus Comes."
And it will only mean to her until Jesus
comes and then what a joy it will be to
have given up all for Jesus's sake.
On Saturday afternoon of our love feast
we were glad for the six who were taken
into the church and one reinstated into
church fellowship. T w o of these were
school girls. One young married woman.
T w o men, and one woman who is a leper.
Will you pray for these that as they live
in their villages they may be kept true to
God. There are so many things that can
draw them away from God. So many
temptations and superstitions that we know
nothing about. Some of these are the only
ones in their villages who aie following the
Lord and they need our prayers. W e were
glad for these seven but our hearts yearn
for the many heathen people about us who
do not seem eager for the Gospel. Perhaps
you think as we did before coming to the
field that they are waiting with outstretched hands for the Gospel but we have not
found it so. Many have lived almost
within the shadow of the mission, perhaps
ever since the mission has been opened
and the good news is no longer "Good
N e w s " to them. They have heard but

continue to sit in their sins and darkness
and oh, how dark are these souls without
the light of Christ!
In March we had a very sad death at
the Mission. The wife of one of our outschool teachers died. W h a t made it more
sad is that this was his second wife and
his first wife had died only about a year
before. His first wife died on the 17th of
March and now this one on the 26th of
March a year later. Here, at least in this
part of the country, they do not remain
widows and widowers very long. Perhaps
one reason is because of their heathen custom. W h e n a man dies his next younger
brother is expected to inherit all his wives
and all his children. Even though the
brother may have two or three of his own
he is expected to take his brother's four or
five as the case may be. Likewise when
a woman dies her husband is supposed to
marry her next single relative and her people must arrange for the marriage as soon
as possible after the death. That is why
this teacher married so soon after the death
of his first wife. His second wife died but
a few hours after giving birth to a baby
girl. According to old native custom the
child should have been buried along with
the mother, but the coming of the white
man has put a stop to that. However,
though the child is no longer buried with
the mother it does not, in many cases, receive much consideration. Some little time
after the mother's death the chief sent word
to the mission asking if we would take care
of the baby. It is a sweet baby and we
have named her Grace. Will you pray for
this teacher that through these tests and
trials he may stand true.
In closing may we ask that you remember the work at Macha in prayer. The
need of prayer by God's people for His
work is very vital. Looking back we can
see many close connections between prayer
by someone at home and blessings received
on the field here. Just now there seems an
urgent need of a call to prayer for our outschool work. "Ye also helping together
by prayer."

•
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On our return we found that Jesse's wife
had prepared us a good meal, consisting of
IT T has been the desire of our hearts, for sweet potatoes, tomatoes and green corn.
* several weeks, to visit certain villages, W h e n we reached home, we were tired in
but circumstances have not permitted me to body but happy in soul to have had a day
go and because of the heavy rains, the paths among the people.
By the time this article reaches you
have been too wet for any of the sisters to
go. N o w the rains are over and the school will have closed and we will, no
weather is favorably cool; so we are en- doubt, be in the Zambezi Valley engaged
deavoring to make the best of the oppor- in evangelistic efforts. The three of us and
tunity to give the W o r d to these people. Roy beside several native helpers hope to
It is our ambition to keep a lively interest go. Will you pray that God will water the
in the regular services at the mission but we seed, sown by Bro. Taylor.
Yours in Christ,
also realize there are opportunities outside
C. I. Cullen.
the mission, among the villages.

remained several days, finally bringing the
little girl who had been left on the mercy
of the grandmother, as their mother has
forsaken her children to live a life of sin.
The patient has needed a lot of attention
while here, but is getting along nicely, and
soon ready to return home, if such it can
be termed.

A Sunday at Sikalongo

Arrangements were made on Friday to
visit a number of these villages. One of the
native helpers and some of the school boys
were to accompany me to a large village
among the hills—a distance of about ten
miles. I was to go with Jesse, (a teacher)
and Musa (an evangelist) to some of the
villages, where they have held services every two weeks for some time. Sr. Cullen
was to take charge of the main service,
with Arthur Kutywayo to give the message.
Sr. Eyster was to conduct the Inquirer's
Class.
Sunday dawned bright and clear, promising to be hot at mid-day. I left on the
bicycle, shortly after sunrise; several boys
following later on foot. I called at Musa's
village and found that he had been detained at another village over night, because of
a death and had not returned so I continued to Jesse's village alone. Jesse supposed, that Musa would bring me to the
village where we were to hold our first
service, so he went there to await our arrival. As I did not know the way to the
village, I took a small boy, on the cross
bar of the bicycle, as a guide. A nice
crowd had already gathered and others
were still coming when I arrived. Greetings were exchanged in native fashion
which is a lengthy process because each
pf the one party must greet each of the
other party, individually. In this case both
the parties were large because the school
boys arrived about the same time that I
did. W e were greatly pleased with the attention the people gave us while speaking
to them and with the interest they showed
in the singing. There were not less then
sixty present.
Following this service we went to a village a few miles beyond Jesse's village.
There the people had always been attentive
to the preaching and some seemed desirous
for the W a y of Life. On this occasion also
they listened attentively and were quite
profound in expressing their appreciation
of a visit by the missionary. They are
anxious that a school be located in their
vicinity. This we hope to do in the near
future, the Lord willing. At both these villages we observed the Christians were
highly esteemed by them; and that Jesse
had won their confidence.

News Notes
Matopo Mission, June 7, 1932
Truly God's love and mercy are great
and never failing. W h e n one reads mission news from all lands, and remembers
what God has wrought in our lives, and
experiences, and in the hearts of many
with whom our workers have had personal dealings, one cannot but exclaim we
have a great God! one worthy to be
praised and adored, and yet how very
sad, that many who have long lived in
sin and misery, do not accept this blessed
Gospel salvation.
Recently there have been three old heathen men, near by the mission, who have
died, and we fear without accepting Christ
as their Saviour.
Not long since one of our staff made
a tiring journey to visit two old men who
were reported ill. The one really was
very ill, but- the other of the two, came
out to meet his visitors, and in answer
to inquiries relative to the state of his
health he said, "Oh, I was thinking of
sending to inkosikazi (i. e. missionaries
wife) to ask for a box of matches," seemingly his chief concern.
On the 28th and 29th of M a y we held
a communion service here at Matopo when
some of our Mtshabezi workers were also
with us, and over this week's end Bro.
and Sr. Eshelman and Sr. Doner went to
Mtshabezi to attend a similar meeting.
The weather at this season is very
pleasant, in fact ideal.
The first half yearly term of school
closes this week. Examinations are now
on, missionaries and boarders are looking
forward to a time of rest and change of
occupation.
Crops are being harvested, late fruit
gathered and marketed weekly.
Saturday, June 4th, was announced as
a time to bring in this season's ground nuts
to trade for cloth. About 60 people came
and were much more eager for trading,
than to hear the gospel story.
Several weeks ago a middle aged man
came to report that a child in his village
was badly burned. W h e n told to bring
the child, he again left for his home, and

On the 8th of June D. V. we hope to
meet Sr. Taylor and her daughter upon
their arrival in Bulawayo to visit in So.
Rhodesia for a few weeks prior to their
return to America.
The mission staff and native boys on
the place are enjoying good health. Our
God continues to supply our daily need
as we trust in Him. Will you continue
to pray for the people here at Matopo
Mission.
Sincerely,
E. S.

Responsibility
A N I E L W E B S T E R was once asked,
" W h a t is the most important thot
you ever entertained?" After a little hesitation he replied: "The most important
thought I ever had was my individual responsibility to God." In the Parable of
the Talents Christ emphasized this truth.
The man traveling represents our Lord
who is the absolute Owner of all things.
The servants represent the professed disciples and members of the Church. The
talents represent the various powers and
blessings which Christ has assigned to us.
The inevitable reckoning makes plain our
responsibility.
This parable turns on moral quality rather than ability. Its keynote is not five
talents, nor two talents, nor one talent,
but faithfulness. It is faithfulness and not
amount which links the talent to the joy
of the Lord. The amount of ability is not
the first thing for us to consider. The important thing is the faithful use of our ability. It is determined by our opportunity.
Time is a talent. Intellectual power is
a talent. Moral capacity is a talent. Religious opportunity is a talent. He who
has imparted these talents demands their
use and improvement.
Reading the parable we are impressed
with the possibility of the enlargement of
our spiritual trust. The grace of God is
intended to be cumulative. W h e n God
plants an acorn He sees an oak; when He
plants a small amount of grace in a heart
He expects it to grow and enlarge and
bring forth mighty results for Him. Love
can be enlarged in this way. So can intellect, memory, tact, wealth and . j f "be
ence. In the consciousness of victorious,
best there is a great bfcg that flows like
joy in being readyjh an empty tomb.
The C. U. Ho_ G D. W .
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Greeting from Saharsa, India
((A
N D he sent them to preach the king-'"a-dom of God and to heal the sick," Lk.
9:2. "And heal the sick that are therein
and say unto them, The kingdom of God
is come nigh unto you." Luke 10:9.
These commands were given to the disciples whom Jesus sent out to proclaim
His message throughout Judea and Perea.
This ministry of proclaiming the kingdom
of God and healing the sick is still continuing. Perhaps some will say their ministry of healing was different than that carried on today. Be that as it may, all
things have been given us by God to be
used for his glory and the command to
go proclaim and heal has never been withdrawn.
W e here in India seeing sickness and
sin and suffering all about us continually
cannot but realize the command anew.
W e are convinced that this ministry is
a very noble one and one by means of
which we have an approach to those who
think of us as intruders, foreigners, teachers of strange customs and also as was
charged against Paul at Ephesus, teachers
of things that are not lawful for them to
do being Hindus and Mohammedans. Nevertheless the teachings they receive are
lawful for them to follow being sinners.
Perhaps the readers of this article would
like to accompany me some morning as
I go to the dispensary to attend those who
have come for medicine and treatment. The
north verandah of the dispensary is filled
with men and boys waiting for medicine
and dressing of wounds and sores. A number of women and children are sitting on
the south verandah. Their names have been
entered on the register with the name of
their village also their complaint. The
most of them have been there in time to
hear a message concerning sin and its
cure. Some of them have heard the message time after time so they know what
we teach concering sin, God, Jesus Christ,
right living, etc.
Let us commence our work, here is a
man with the side of his face and jaw
swollen very badly. It has opened four
or five places and pus is draining from
them. From our examination we feel certain that he has a cancer. W e tell him
plainly what we think is the trouble also
inform him that we cannot properly treat
his disease here but if he will go to a
hospital where they can attend such cases
we will send him. The poor man replies,
" M y brother and I live together with our
families. I cannot work therefore he
earns the living, we have a couple acres
of land and I cannot leave the women
alone and who will go with me. I am
afraid to go alone." So he comes day
after day and we do the best we know
to do for him and he seems very grateful.

A woman is brought whose jaw is also
swollen. W e presume that she is suffering from an abscessed tooth. At first because of fear she will not permit an examination of her mouth or jaw, finally thru
persuasion she submits to an examination.
W e find that our suspicion is correct, so
with a probe drain the abscess, apply a
hot fomentation to the external surface
over the abscess and swelling give an antiseptic mouth wash to be used at home.
The next day a woman with a smiling
face, without fear and pain about all gone
comes for treatment. Her idea of the
Christians has changed. She has found
them kind, sympathetic and human.
Another woman brings her six months
old baby with head distorted with abscesses
about the one ear. She pleads, please cut
them open and cure my child. For several
days we attempt to open them by poulticing rather than the knife because they are
so close to the ear. The abscesses do
not yield readily to this treatment so after
much consideration we lance and drain
them. Because the infection was so widespread around the ear they close and open
necessitating her being brought for quite
a number of days. W e also give a little
medicine to improve her general condition
and clean the impurities from her blood.
The mother brings her child day after day
and fearlessly places it in our hands for
treatment. Many times the cleansing of
the wound is painful to the child. W e are
wondering why the woman is placing so
much confidence in us. Upon inquiry we
learn that her sister's little girl had been
brought to us about a year previously with
a large throat abscess. This condition had
so weakened her that she was not able to
hold up her head or to eat properly. This
abscess had been lanced and the child had
recovered in a remarkably short time. Because of this former contact she had confidence and faith in us and has also heard
the gospel message and of Jesus' love for
her.
W e could continue our enumeration of
ills treated and of wounds cared for such
as dog bites, being horned by buffaloes,
slashed by alligators, falls resulting in
bruises, sometimes a broken bone. There
always seem to be fevers, colds, stomach
disorders, rheumatism is a very common
ill, and others without number. However
with a couple other instances we will conclude this letter. W e are glad that the
work is able to continue and many are being helped.
Here as elsewhere men have evil and
filthy habits. W e try along with our work
to instill thoughts of clean and righteous
living into their minds always stressing the
fact that God expects it of us and that
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Jesus Christ his son has given us an example which we should follow.
Some weeks ago a high caste man
brought his wife to us for treatment. W e
found her suffering from an attack of appendicitis. They live close to a large
hospital and medical school quite a distance
from here, but her people live close to the
mission. W e did what we could for her
and we thank our Heavenly Father that
she recovered. In this instance every semblance of purdah was cast aside. By just
such occurrences we find that the Hindu
system of caste, purdah, etc., are breaking
down. Also it shows that the people have
confidence in the mission and they are
coming to learn more and more of our mission here.
Many times they ask us to see the sick
in their homes. They usually have a very
very sad case to tell about. W e have
learned by experience that the condition
they describe is usually worse than the actual condition. Because our time is limited
and we are not able always to go we ask
them to bring the patient to the dispensary. Then we often hesitate to go because we are not always sure whether the
case is so bad that they cannot be brought.
Exaggeration is a very common fault
among the people especially if they think
by so doing they can gain a point. As
lying is so common
we are not always
sure if there is necessity of going or not.
If we always went we no doubt would
be gone from the station a good deal of
the time.
Yesterday I yielded to a man's entreaty
to go to his house to see his mother. He
waited three or four hours for me. I found
the woman suffering from pneumonia,
which from the man's description I had
judged to be the case beforehand. I told
them to come today for medicine. In the
same village were some with malaria fever, a baby with rickets and an old man
with some stomach disorders. All were
told to come today for medicine but not
a soul appeared for medicine. Yesterday
the necessity of my going to the village
seemed great, today their necessity of getting medicine or doing something for themselves has decreased. There are many instances like this yet from the contact nothing is lost because of the opening to proclaim the gospel.
By just such instances as this last we
find the sad fact that in India there is very
little regard for human life. This is also
denoted by the thousands of babies disposed of every year. Many times also
they will do nothing but call their witch
doctors to drive out the spirit that is causing the sickness and when they are about
ready to die they will bring them or have
us see them. If we pronounce the case
almost hopeless but advise them to do certain things they will do nothing, but just
let them suffer and die. Such things are
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discouraging. But with these and the encouraging things also we need your prayers because the command still remains, go,
proclaim, heal, freely ye have received,
freely give.

The Faithful Mother
After a fire in which a barn was almost
completely destroyed, the owner, walking
over the ruins, came upon an old black hen.
He wondered that she did not move her
head to look at him as he came near her.
but he thought she must be asleep. Hr
poked her with his cane, and to his surprise the wing which he touched fell into
ashes. Then he knew that she had been
burnt to death. But out from under her
came a faint, little peep, and pushing her
aside with his cane the man found ten live,
yellow chickens. The hen had sacrificed
her own life to save them.
This was the love of a hen for her chickens. But He who made all living things
and planted a portion of His own affection
in every one of them, yet feels a deeper
love than they can for the creatures He
has made. And yet how many despise his
goodness and reject his love!
Thus of old the Jews rejected the Savior of mankind, while He wept over their
folly and said r " O Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
thou that killest the prophets, and stonest
them which are sent unto thee, how often
would I have gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would not! Behold,
your house is left unto you desolate. For I
say unto you, Ye shall not see Me henceforth,- till ye shall say, Blessed is He that
cometh in the name of the Lord."—The
Common people.

Saved by Faith
(Continued from page 235)
Immediately the life currents which were
rapidly ebbing began to flow back. The
pulse beating at the death rate began to
lessen, the eyes to brighten, the countenance to glow with new blood, the voice became natural, and the sadness of the afternoon gave place to cheerfulness and hope.
The surgeon coming in as was his custom
every day to watch the rapid progress of
the dreaded gangrene, put his fingers upon
the pulse, and said with great surprise:
"Colonel, your pulse is wonderfully
changed. You look better. W h a t has
happened?"
"Father has shown me how to be a
Christian, and I have done it. I am better,
and am going to get well," was the reply.
W h e n the wound was dressed next
morning, the whole mass of rotten flesh
fell to the floor. The gangrene was arrested, its work was ended. The surgeons,
throwing up their hands, exclaimed, "Great
God! This is a miracle! Only God could do
this!"—Publisher Unknown.
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
No. 31
WORKERS WITH HIM
Topic for July 31, 1932
Suggested Scripture Reading—I Cor. 3:9-23.
I. Our Call.
1. Prom secular pursuits. Matt. 4:19.
2. From political careers. Mark 2:14.
3. From a religious zeal. Acts 22: 3-4.
4. To good works, etc. Acts 9:36.
Are all Christians called of God? Does
a call of God always imply forsaking
temporal pursuits ?
II. Our Commission.
1. Follow thou Me. John 20:21.
2. Go and bring forth fruit. John 15:16.
3. Go and declare. Ps. 96:3; Matt. 28:1920.
III. Who Commissioned.
1. Apostles. Acts 4:33.
2. Evangelists. II Tim. 4:5.
3. Deacons. Acts 6:8-9.
4. All they who believe. Acts 8:1-4; I
Cor. 12:27-28.
What are some other commissions ?
IV. Preparation as Workers.
1. The true motive. II Cor. 5:14, 15.
2. The right knowledge. II Tim. 2:15.
3. His sufficiency. II Cor. 3:5.
Unless we have this preparation, are we
ready to go out as workers?
V. Our Responsibility.
1. Not to change men. Zech. 4:6 with
Hos. 1:7.
2. To warn them and direct them. Ezek.
3:18-19; John 3:14; 12:32.
VI.
Our Rewards.
1. Based on faithfulness. Matt. 25:21.
2. New Name. Rev. 2:17.
3. Crown of Life. Rev. 2:10.
Are the rewards, promised at the end of
life, the only inducements to the faithfulness of the Christian? What others are
there ?
Under the last two topics you will find
the topics for discussion and application,
scattered through the outline instead of being grouped to themselves. Call for other
practical truths on the lesson.
Exercise for the Children:
Have someone place on the blackboard,
all the letters of the alphabet in a vertical
line. Have the children suggest a Bible
Character beginning with each letter and
have them written on the blackboard. Fill
the alphabet completely if possible. Then
ask the children to tell what each one did
to help in the service of God or how they
hindered His plans.
Alexander Macclaren says, "The true
way to overcome evil is to melt it by the
fiery coals of gentleness. That is God's
way. An iceberg may be crushed to powder, but every fragment is still ice. Only
sunshine that melts it will turn it into
sweet water. Love is conqueror, and its
conquest is to transform hate into love."
—Selected.
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No. 32
THE BIBLE STANDARD FOR AN IDEAL
YOUNG MAN
Topic for August 7, 1932
Scripture Reading—Ps. 119:9-16.
Scriptural Admonitions for Young Men
Especially.
Prov. 1:10; Prov. 3:1-13; Eccl. 11:9; Prov.
23:26; Lam. 3:27; Tit. 2:6-7. Find others.
II. Bible Examples of Ideal Young Men.
1. Joseph. Gen. 39:2-6, 8, 9, 21, 23; Gen.
40:15; 41:16, 38.
2. Samuel. I Sam. 2:26; 3:1.
3. David. I Sam. 16:18; I Sam. 17:20, 37,
45; 18:5, 12, 30.
5. Jesus. Luke 2:40, 51, 52.
6. Timothy. II Tim. 1:15; 3:15
Assign the examples under No. II to the
•Bildren. Have them look up the verses
mentioned and tell in what ways these
young men were ideal.
IV. Can we consider every characteristic
of noble young men of the Old Testament as ideal for our young men today ?
Compare I Sam. 17:51 with Matt. 26:51,
52. Find other illustrations. For further
study and application:
From the Sermon dti tiie Mount, Matt. 5:
Ye have heard that it hath been said:
—But I say unto you:
Ver. 21: Murder
Ver. 22: Anger, etc.
Ver. 27:
Ver. 28:
Ver. 33:
Ver. 34:
Ver. 38:
Ver. 39:
Ver: 43:
Ver. 44: •.
Fill the blanks and notice the standards
Jesus sets up.
Why is the New Testament standard
higher than the Old Testament standard?
What characteristics are necessary to
make our young men ideal?
I.

There is a good deal of mere mental and
logical sanctification nowadays, which is
only a religious fiction. It consists of
mentally putting one's self on the altar, and
then mentally saying the altar sanctifies the
gift, and then logically concluding, therefore, that one is sanctified; and such an
one goes forth with a gay, flippant, theological prattle about the deep things of
God.
But the natural heartstrings have not
been snapped, and the Adamic flint has not
been ground to powder, and the bosom has
not throbbed with the lonely, surging sighs
of Gethsemane; and not having the real
death marks of Calvary, there cannot be
that soft, sweet, gentle, floating, victorious,
overflowing, triumphant life that flows like
a spring morning from an empty tomb.
—G. D. W .
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